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The whole series (image, metaphor, symbol, and myth) we may oharge 
older literary study with treating externally and superficially. Viewed 
for part as deoorations, rhetorioal ornaments, they were therefore stud- 
ied as detachable parts of the works in whioh they appear.  Our own view, 
on the other hand, sees the meaning and funotion of literature as oen- 
trally present in metaphor and myth. There are such activities »■■»*»- 
phorio and mythio thinking, a thinking by means of metaphors, a thinking 
in poetio narrative or vision. All these terms oall our attention to 
the aspects of literary work whioh exactly bridge and bind together old 
divisive components, "form" and "matter." These terms look ^^direc- 
tions; that is, they indicate the pull of poetry toward "picture and 
"world" on the one hand and towards religion or Weltanshauung on the 

other. 

--Austin Harren and Rene Wellek. 
Theory of Literature. (New York, 1956), 

p. 193.    " 



Through his  Idiom speaks the poet to erery man.     Behind  the  language 

of poetry stand the master oonoepts—the poet's legaoy—-the gene pool, 

so to speak,   of germinal ideas.     Standing before the poetio mirror,  the 

reader must relate himself and his world to the world  reflected and subtly 

rsfraoted by the poet's  genius,   as the   light-rays   of perception flash 

beyond the poem through  its   images,  metaphors,   symbols,  and myths.     Thus 

the poet meets  and mates aesthetio emotion with discursive thought.     The 

sequenoe 

image, metaphor,   symbol,  and myth may be said to  represent 
the convergence of two lines,  both important for the theory 
of poetry.   One   is  sensuous particularity,   or the   sensuous 
and aesthetio continuum, whioh oonneots poetry with musio 
and painting and disconnects   it from philosophy and science; 
the other is "figuration1* or "tropology"—the "oblique 
discourse whioh  speaks   in metonyms and metaphors,  partially 
comparing worlds,  preoisin* its  themes by giving  them trans- 
lations  into other idioms.1 

Poetry is  the best example   of emotive  language  in the aesthetio  oon- 

tinuum. for verse is oharaoteri.ed by "its  radical particularity of ref- 

erence,  its presentative   iamediaoy."2     The language  of poetry demon- 

strates precision of meaning, accuracy of image vivifies verse narrative. 

Bit tfftctiveness of the poet's  theaes rests in his  success as a wielder 

of the right word.     The primary domain of poetry is  feeling.    As   such, 

poetic language parallels the primitive origins of language itself, for 

til language must have been originally emotive in nature.    a- technology 

advanoed,   so did the  "toitntifio" use of   language.5 



Robert Jlatson is a poet of preoision.    He   strays  from use of general 

terms; he  seldom deals with  situations that defy the mind's eye to pio- 

ture.     In his dramatic monologues,   the  oharaoters  seldom disoover "uni- 

versal truths."    Yet when Tfatson's speoifio observations are analyzed 

individually,  oertain themes   reappear.    Watson's best poems are intimate 

revelations.     Bach oharaoter is given a confined situation within whioh 

there is not  space enough to allow a progression from problem to resolu- 

tion.    Characters   or  soenes are viewed from the standpoint of  immediacy. 

Hramatio monologues   and brief streams  of oonsoiousness are methods  of 

presentation yielding quiok and aoourate depiotion of oharaoter. 

Not all of Hfetson's verse deals with oharaoter portrayal, but per- 

haps he is  strongest in this realm.    The poetry involving no speoific 

people sometimes beoomes too  openly moralistic:  "Nude Film at a Drive-in" 

mieht have had more   impact had the film been  remembered briefly by a lover 

oaught in passion, yet aware of,   "The modest / Beauty of bodies shorn of 

suoh / Vehemence of clothe "    In contrast to "Nude Film," consider 

"The Voices from the Palaoe," whioh together sound a "moralistic" chord 

against cruelty.     But that chord is forceful because  it  is  compounded  in 

the mind's ear of the  reader who oatohes all the Individual notes of the 

mother, the minstrel,  and so on.    No speoifio oharaoter of the poem be- 

moans the injustice or oruelty of being,  each simply recounts a small 

part of his life.    Yet every voice,  every detail recounted, adds to the 

reader's shook upon enoountering a world of suoh brutal  reality until 

that final ohord wails for a world where dreams do not have to become 

nightmares in order to oome  true. 

This tinge of sadness runs through both volumes  of Mr. Tiatson-s 



poetry.    Once the titles  of the books are understood, the pathos beoomes 

evident.     Thus  all the poems   of TWttson's first volume are loosely united 

by the theme  implied   in the words  Paper Horse.     The poet divides his work 

into five  sections within the book,   the third section opening with the 

title poem.     One part  of the poem is Uhtson's elucidation of his title 

in whioh he explains  that. 

In Tibet in blitzards, priests out out paper horses and 
drop them down the mountainside, whereupon, it is said, 
they became  live horses for the aid of persons lost in the 
storm. 

The poem itself   is the story of a boy-king in  Tibet whose thousand- 

room palace burns, foroing the inhabitants to flee northward.    The king 

rests after his   journey among  the  "sword swinging  Khambas" and receives 

tea from his   rich lords.     The  royal party waits nervously, huddled to- 

gether,  until from the oraole  comes the word to return.     After  journeying 

southward through  snow,  the party scales  the   "kingdom's   ice-faced walls 

and down;  / God desoends  from his  heaven of snow and stone, / From hie 

last kingdom, his last palace," there to discover that not everyone was 

fortunate enough to escape.    The roof still burns,  and the king's  "bodies, 

salted, boiled in butter,  face with gilded eyes,  the snow and smoke packed 

wind."    Not far away, a priest outs paper horses for lost travelers.    His 

cuttings are not blown to aid those writhing beside him on the roof. 

This desolate Oriental tale does not encompass all the action of 

the poem.    A parallel plot is developed as the narrator tells of his 

wistful daydreams  of  Tibet and of sleeping dreams   in whioh scenes from 

ohildhood merge freely with scenes fro» his  imagined kingdom.    In his 



mind the poet journeys to Tibet where he  imagines himself asleep in a 

tant from whioh he oan view the palaoe.    His dreams  link his existenoe 

to that of the escaping   royal party;  for like them he leans  into the wind 

and trudges through drifts of snow before he oan rest. 

Parallel aotion may indioate parallels of theme as Watson  relates 

the varying  situations  of the three worlds explored   in "A  Paper Horse"« 

First there is the world of his present life and memory, his empirioal 

world;  then there is the empirioal world of Tibet; finally he has a dream 

vision of Tibet.    In eaoh of these three realms burning ooours.    After 

sledding down a hill in Passaio, Watson was greeted by his father who 

stood by a bonfire.    In his adult dreams the hill from ohildhood merges 

with a Tibetan glaoier;   also  as  a boy he dreamt "of   ooasting down a 

steeper hill."    In faot,   the mature dreams result from "childish habits" 

of the imagination.    The fire in empirioal Tibet burns the boy-king's 

palaoe.    Unolear is the position of the poet during the events  of the 

Tibetan nightt How muoh of that palaoe burns in faot, and how muoh burns 

in his dream -vision, his imagination?    Perhaps from his mountain tent 

Ifetson views the yellow roof ablase.     Perhaps   in dreams he has   seen the 

king's buttered tea and the buttered, boiled bodies  on the roof.    And as 

Watson  sits  in his   "tent near Lhasa" he witnesses  those paper horses out 

by the priests as they drift on the wind toward hia  tent.    Watson also 

is to be rescued,  as onoe his father waited by the fire to take the future 

poet safely home to bed. away from oold and danger.    Now Watson is a man, 

his "spirit shrinks  in bed."    There is no ready rescue, no fatherly con- 

solation.    He had fought the snow and ioe of the world that god has fled. 

He lies awake, the too attentive insomniao,  listening to 



Turning  prayer wheels 
Turning   oak leaves  outside my bedroom window. 
Turning  olothes  on the  line my wife has forgotten. 

But the turning wheels or leaves or olothes have power neither to save 

those bodies on   the  roof nor to lull Watson to sleep.     The final view of 

the palace   is of the smoldering yellow roof upon whioh mangled bodies  re- 

main unaided by a   returning god.     If even the last palaoe of the living 

God knows   such hopeless  agony, what purpose oan the priest fulfill?     The 

turning prayer wheel represents impotent oeremony,  and eaoh paper horse 

is no more  than a plea for a miraole.     Injustice and oruel   reality blaoken 

dreams and make   the  spirit shrink in bed,   "Tonight  the world's   roof burns / 

The yellow roof  of the  last palaoe of a living God."     The time   is  "tonight" 

in that the  realisation  of evil is   always  present.     The  "world's   roof"  im- 

plies both  the miorooosm of a  Tibetan palaoe and the maorooosm that   is the 

aotual  "world,"   the universe.     This poem is  at onoe a narrative and a 

description of a man's  state of mind.     He feels that, as  the travelers 

needed  live horses,   the world needs a miraole of deliveranoe. 

Many of the  oharaoters   introduced  in Watson's   other poems are  trapped 

or lost awaiting their miraoles.     And the deliveranoe whioh they await 

must be appropriate  to  their situations.    All of the other poems are set 

far from the land of the  Paper Horse,   and the storms  oonfronted by the 

heroes are psyohologioally rather than physically painful.     The narrator 

of "A Paper Horse" underwent  suoh psyohologioal pain  as he oonfronted the 

faot of man's impotence in the faoe of nature, as he oonfronted the faot 

of his independence in the universe.    No one oould still his  shrinking 

•pirit because eaoh  individual must find his  own "paper horse," an ob- 

ject of faith or  strength to aooompany him through the storm.    A men 



cannot depend  upon the  storming  society or  environment to supply a means 

of survival.    His  own best hope is a mind strong enough to aooept and 

live within the troubled world.     The miracle  can oome from within. 

A glanoe at the poems   in  section  I reveals a  oolleotion of dramatio 

monologues,  most of whioh fall  short  of oomedy as  sad irony intrudes  on 

the comio.    Watson has  given some of the people he  creates   senses  of humor 

or placed them in  innately funny situations.     For instance,   the speaker 

of "An  Elderly Ghost Has  His  Say" has  a deoision to makes whether or not 

to brave the elements  to celebrate a holiday.    A trivial orisis   is trans- 

formed into oomedy as we realise that the old man speaking  is  long dead 

and disintegrated,   a ghost,   and that the holiday is   Halloween.     Although 

his monologue never loses   its  tongue-in-oheek quality,   the ghost presents 

himself even more as a passive and  timid man,  desiring no identity,  need- 

ing a stone to remind him of his name.    Dead two hundred years,  he has 

long known intercourse with earth, his   "aooustomed  lover"j and he fears 

being separated from her and tossed into heaven or hell where he would 

be responsible  onoe more as the person he was  in life.     He  is   suspended, 

trapped between life and death.     This poem is   suspended,  too,   somewhere 

between  the light  oomio and the doleful deterministic 

The  "Elderly Ghost"  is not  the  only person in section I who has 

shrugged  off  identity and  lost his personal responsibility.     Each of 

these poems deals  with anxiety and fear of deaths each character shares 

the predioament  of  the ghost who never oared to know himself  in  life. 

Th9 Texas oilman oannot sell his soul, for he has nonet he eradicated it 

long ago.    The judge who winds his  olook "takes comfort in numbers," and 

yearns for greater oeremony.    Living by numbered laws  rather than by 

•elf-inspected oodes of oonduot,  the judge has aooepted other men's values 



instead of olaiming his own.    Tongu.-in-oheek,  the poet has his  judge 

faoa a greater Judge,  presented as fellow follower of numbers and laws: 

the mortal judge's  soul is  summoned from earth to fill a divine quota. 

This ironio situation,   as well as  the rather unique presentation of God's 

methods, help lend humor to the poem.    One less amusing story is that of 

the oouple "going to Winter Park" who leave for Florida not beoause they 

want fulfillment or gaiety, but beoause the man with the sluggish arter- 

ies is following  a meohanistio   impulse  in  order to stay alive. 

These oharaoters from seotion I are like puppets whose strings are 

worked by sooial   or primary needs.     The speaker in "The Horn  of  the Goat" 

is in a similar situation, for his reaotions are controlled by the con- 

tents of a bottle.    Even the man watohed by the drunk creates  an unreal 

situation:  the keeper of  the dump assembles a bride  of Frankenstein from 

trash and addresses her as a queen,  saying,  "All goods of this world are 

yours."    Both men beoorae   subjects  of the trash queen,   oititens of a  dump 

kingdom.     Together the poems   in this section present a dismal picture of 

human behavior in a meohanistio world where even God winds a clock and 

keeps a quota. 

The picture of life gathered from this seotion is a uniform one. 

Job would have understood the deepest grievances of the men living in 

the dump or of the  judge who meets a God too strange for human sympathy. 

me universe is ohaotio,  and materialism is the sole ordering force:  on. 

item to barter is the soul.    This bleak existence arises a. man's  strength 

to imagine and create is subordinated to a deterministic Nature.    Such 

existence is for each individual a trial and a storm in which he must 

prove himself not innocent but etrong and then find shelter in hi. own 

strength. 



Hats on* s Weltanshauung  ohanges   little  in the second  seotion of A 

paper Horse.    Into  the ohaos the poet-creator tosses characters of more 

ability  than those  enoountered before.    Previously the storm had battered 

man to positions froni which their best hope was   survival.     In this second 

saotion the imagination of the oharaoters  sets to work,  and they begin 

to find pleasant plaoes  of  refuge.    Their shelter is never permanent, for 

it is an edifice built not in the present chaos but in a better world of 

the imagination.    As  soon as the reality of the present moment forces  it- 

self upon the consciousness,  imaginary oases oollapse. 

The poems   "Birthday"  and   "Dating" eaoh catoh a  lonely person whose 

chief torture is dissatisfaction with life at the moment.     They imagine 

for a brief while that there oould have been an escape and as their minds 

turn toward a time  in the past,   the aotuality of their failure fades. 

They escape from a present routine.    Both poems treat conventional,  serai- 

melodramatic subjects i   in "Birthday" a man recalls his  love for a woman 

now a nun;  in "Dating" a housewife pretends she has escaped her drudgery 

and become seventeen again.    In each poem a physical situation oalls the 

dreamer baok to everyday  reality.    And watson purposefully has   chosen for 

his characters to return to trivial incidents of their daily life: the 

man returns  to ohoose a tie;   the woman,  to scrub dirt from a tub.     In days 

gone by these people oould have chosen to do other things,   perhaps to make 

their lives beautiful to themselves.    Now their ohoioe is between wistful 

remembrance and menial labor.    Neither ehoiee is truly, constructive. 

These people are prisoners of lives they have wrought themselves.    In as 

much as the characters are allowed the responsibility of their dreams. 

their temporary jaunts from factuality,  they are not slaves to a mechan- 

ical cosmos.    Daydreams are not the only means of suspension from the 



present. 
« 

Watson has a fin* appreciation of painting and the other plastio 

arts.    The process of  artistic oreation differentiates man from uncon- 

trolled nature.     The  aot of creativity is an exercise of   oontrol for the 

artist; his work is perhaps the highest application of man's imagination. 

As the daydreamers were  refreshed  or made free by their dreams,  the artist 

is fulfilled and made   orderar by his artistry.    Watson's usual oonoerns 

are not aesthetic but psychological)  art oan affect the human psyche 

markedly,  as  is  demonstrated   in his poem "Odalisque." 

The  "Whore with  Trick"  of the first section tells herself that  she 

oan redisoover who she  is by opening her locket to the "magio mirror"   on 

whioh is held her image;  the situation of the  "Odalisque"  of section II 

relates to that  of the whore.     No  information is given as   to the model's 

character other than that she considers herself an  object,   an art object 

that is beautiful.     Like the whore,   the model  earns her living by ex- 

ploiting her bodyt  they are both odalisques.     The position of the model 

is unusual, for she does not see herself as a woman or a human being but 

as an object of  art.     "Odalisque"  is primarily a statement  of the artist's 

alienation from everyday life.    Art is a transfiguring process through 

whioh a woman becomes  young and beautiful.    Her youth and beauty are no 

more as her funotion in the art prooess is no more.    Within or beside the 

statement of artistic   solitude  is a oomment  on human isolation.    A man 

and a woman are alone, yet they never see each other as human beings or 

sense each other's personalities.    Their characters as individuals are 

suspended during the artistic prooess.     Rather than  a man and a woman, 

they are artist  and subject.    As the dreams  of the housewife and the man 

with a tie transport them from reality, the creative prooess has trans- 
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ported  the people  of  ''Odalisque" from the everyday to  the everlasting 

that is art.    Yet both model and artist remain largely unaware of the 

eternal element inherent  in their day's  employment.     The  spirit  of the 

poet enters the studio unseen;  it questions  if 

On viewing 
Her pearl  skin,  that wedge of darkness at her thighs. 
Does  she despairingly  sense the history of the womb. 
Those ancient shapes winding and unwinding  on its floor? 
And  looking at her breasts   reoall the fruit she ate 
When time began...?    No.     How oan one so oarelessly oomposed, 
Stretohed   out on that  dusty ooverlet   of fading  red, 
Ponder auoh thoughts  in this  cold north light? 

These lines   suggest  that  the model  is an animated,   impersonal foroe  as 

woman, the bearer  of life and knowledge.    The artist,  too,  is a kind of 

producing foroe as   he oreates  his picture.     Neither is  a full personal- 

ity, for she does  not think at all, and his thoughts are only those 

neoessary for the  oompletion of his  task.     He thinks   of "her / As yes- 

terday he thought  of oranges in a bowl."    The produot of his oreativity 

takes  on a  life quite independent of  either model  or artist,  eaoh of 

whom leave to satisfy the primary need  of nutritionj   time for dinner has 

come as the light fades. 

As the characters depart,   the poet's attention turns to the woman's 

portrait, which does not look  realistic.    He had painted an 

Unhuman woman,  if woman at all,  in a world not seen 
Even in our dreams, yet a world that must be everywhere— 
We will suspend you in our rooms and meditate 
Upon your simple  shape winding there among the flowers. 

The painting  is  soon to be suspended as were its creators from humanity 
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as it was made.    Soon to be an objeot of meditation,  the painting will 

rise to a higher position than did the living woman.     The model's  life 

is less significant to art than is that of the painting.     The value soale 

of the world  of art  is not balanoed to favor human beings  as  anything 

more than objects. 

Cnoe again the  objeotification of a human being ooours,  again in a 

context of art,  as the speaker of "Between Bars" allows his imagination 

to interpret the scene before him.     He is   removed  from any aotive par- 

ticipation in  the scene,   so that his mental prooess falls   into the cate- 

gory of daydreaming  seen   in the earlier poems   "Dating" and  "Birthday." 

Like the  other  characters from the   second   section  of A Paper Horse,   this 

voyeur has found pleasant diversion from routine existenoe as his mind 

creates a fuller imaginary world.     The persona  of  "Between Bars"  combines 

the teohniques   of the daydreamers  and the artist in that his   imagination 

is dominated by his  sense  of  artistic form.     The  speaker  of the poem 

catches a glimpse of a girl through the window of a bar or oafe'.    She is 

"preening for a dinner date,"   self-oonscious  of her feminine beauty. 

Like the model  or the whore from the earlier poems,  this woman knows that 

her ohief stock in trade  is herself.     She   is eager to defend her body 

from any foroe that might degloss  its appearance: her fingers  "grip the 

oomb / As fingers clutch a shield before a Goth  .   .   .   ."    Her solitary 

audience without the cafe peers in at her and  joins her in indulgence of 

her beauty.    He sees not a woman of varying disposition,   but a creature 

pulohritudinoue, whose sole emotional response would be an instinctive, 

defensive guard  of her beauty. 

The human character is less significant than her animal oham.    The 

woman-8 Bind is irrelevant to the man contemplating her as an animal and 
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art objeot.  First the voyeur fanoies her framed 

. . . naked on my wall (a gold frame 
Isolating your green serene repose 
From the chaos of . . . well, I'll say my room), 
A glowing odalisque combing her hair. 

Her hair then beoomes his focus of fascination: the hair style is sculp- 

tured, perfeotly ordered.  His interest in her as a thing of beauty is 

greater than hie desire to enjoy her as a woman. His thoughts address 

her, 

Be oalm, I am outside the laquer and the glass, 
Besides, my dear, I would not disarrange 
The perfeot order of your pure coiffeur-- 
To be engaged within your arms, to hear 
The pink fall, feathers swirl, a bass note struck. 

Metaphorically she is a pink parakeet preening in a green jungle.  She is 

another odalisque as well, isolated from ohaos by her "green serene re- 

pose." This "repose" may not indicate a presenoe of peace of mind, but 

rather the absenoe of any sensibility, for in later verses she rests alone 

in bed as the voyeur visualizes her 

With loosened fingers over soulptured head, 
And may you draw into dreams of ley greens. 
While I unseen, 
A vandal, keep the vandals from your garden tomb. 

Her green setting is not vibrantly alivei it is like a garden tomb; her 

dreams are "icy green." An element of the macabre surrounds the lady 

ready to enhanoe appearanoes and to exist with frosen greens. 
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With the other people   introduced  in  seotion II  of A Paper Horse, 

those from "Between Bare" know a world apart from sooiety.     Given another 

time or place,  any of the  oharaoters presented might   interaot well among 

his fellow men.    Baoh is oaptured here in a moment of solitude of mind. 

While the ohartoters sketched in seotion I were alone and without oontrol 

of their destinies,  those   in the  seoond  section are still alone,   but with 

them is wit bright enough  to oolor their points of view.    Fate  seems  to 

suspend these people from puppet strings  in which a  limited amount  of  in- 

dependent action  is  possible.     Ciroumstanoe is the puppet master of the 

elderly ghost,  the judge,   and the others from the first  section:   these 

people have been towed by the ourrent of existenoe flowing  in a world 

governed by no manifest  laws other than those  of survival.     Perhaps   the 

same current oarries the model  and the painter or the man choosing his 

tie, but in the  seoond seotion the oharaoters  are allowed  free flights 

of imagination.     Theirs  is not a fulfilling life,  for they subsist with- 

out oommunioating their dreams.     Bach mind explored   is an islet distant 

from the ooasts   of  society with other men. 

Seotion III varies the setting more than any poem thus far,  as TIatson 

ohooses to deal with foreign lands and temperaments foreign to his  reader•■ 

understanding.     Pour of  the poems  in this  seotion take plaoe in or treat 

the   societies  of other oountriesj   the remaining two poems Mil .on the 

insane for principal  characters.     Loneliness,   isolated minds, again dom- 

inate the moods   of  "Hamden" and  "The Death of Napoleon Bonaparte."     But 

the characters presented have a ready excuse for isolation from sooietyt 

they are mad.    "The African Shop" i» * statement of the relative nature 

of oulturkl values, handled interestingly,  oomplete in itself.    Most 

poems of this seotion do not foous  on oharaoter. 
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"Voioes from the Palace"  1B   a charaoter study,  however;   the poem is 

a psyohologioal probe and a presentation of methods for survival under 

the fist of tyranny.     "Voioes  from the Palaoe"  oonsists  of four dramatic 

monologues  and  one  poetio description.     The five  smaller poems  together 

oharaoterire a kingdom and its king.     In this  land murder is oasually 

performed,  force directs belief,   and   "stars  have beauty only to a fool." 

One  of Watson's  longest and best poems,   "Voices" demards that con- 

sideration be  paid   to poetic  devices and versifioation.    Most obviously, 

the characters  present themselves  and their understanding of palaoe  life 

through dramatic monologues,   a teohnique at whioh Watson is profioient. 

A Mother to her Young Daughter typifies the monologues: the persons   re- 

lates brief episodes whioh taken together span a long period of time. 

The queen'8 monologue  is blank verse,   rioh with assonance.    Most of  the 

Toices  speak in that   rhythmi  the astrologer prefers   iambic tetrameter. 

Eaoh of the speakers voioes his own experience of life in the palaoe; 

each vividly recounts   the horror he has witnessed.     The theme of injus- 

tice deepens with every story told. 

The first story is the queen's,  in which she tells of dreams relat- 

ing to aotual life;  she assures her little girl that dreams oome true. 

Dream life and waking life merge in the queen's experience, but her 

dreams are not a release from the presents  she sees her present life as 

the  "coming true" fulfillment  of her past dreams.     She had dreamt of a 

magnificent prinoe when she was a girl.    Now she tells her own little 

girl that 

...  the dreaming was not at all the same: 
Certainly the Prinoe on his charger came, 
But the hoof beats  tearing earth were louder 
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And his eyes  larger and wilder 
When he took me than in my lifelong dream. 
He rode away without saying a word. 
Leaving servants to take me home—his home. 

From the tin.e she reached his   oastle she exerted herself.     She would have 

the queenly strength  of her young dr»ams.     And to be a queen  she uses 

violent power,  the only means of gain in the palaoe world of brute foroe. 

She tells of a time when her 

.   .   . Prinoe  returned rioh with oaptive women. 
His  eyes hot with fever,  conquest and drink. 
Wnen I brought him his   son,  he did not know me. 
When he did not oome to me,   I slew his women 
And  sent him their eyes  on a   small  gold tray. 
That night with laughter he  oalled me his Queen. 

Wise from experience,   that queen softly tells her daughter that,   "Your 

dream, as  all dreams,   as mine, will   oome true." 

None of Watson's  previous  oharaoters had gained  suoh control  over 

oiroumstanoe.     She has aohieved  identity and a  sense of power; but the 

achievement entailed a  loss   of her initial hopes and a growth of  indif- 

ference to all traditional values.    The other "Voices" eoho the queen's, 

for they too speak from an intimate knowledge of cruelty;   they resound 

the same tone.    No longer bitter, no  longer disillusioned,  the deposed 

prinoe and the minstrel reoount episodes of horror.    To these people ac- 

ceptance of anguish and unexplained brutality are facets  of maturation. 

The only voice that speaks in discouragement is that of the astrol- 

oger.    He is the soientist, perhaps also the poet,  looked in a tower 

apart from the palaoe life below.    Although he gives his mind and body 

entirely to hie work, he has not succeeded in suspending human feeling 
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is did the man and woman of   "Odalisque."    Instead,   eaoh aot he performs 

with his telesoope reminds him of the king's brutality.    The astrologer'! 

spirit is gentle;  it suffers,  unable to feel beauty or love.    The horo- 

soope he oharts demonstrates his  oonoept of- reality as he predicts 

From a turning stone,   sparks will fly; 
The stars are grinding up the sky; 
Milk will  sour,  meat mold,  plague follow; 
flhat is   today will be  tomorrow. 

The stone may be his equipment or a torture device of the king.    As the 

king grinds up his meat, his  subjects, his world, even the stars grind up 

the sky, causing pain.    All the world is defiled:  "TBiat is today will be 

tomorrow."    And  in the yesterdays gone by,   those who sought  reality other 

than pain were destined to discover their futilityt 

}ty mother told me in my siok bed 
The stone she prayed to and the stars 
Were gentle—-and my mother's dead. 
Stars have beauty only to a fool. 

Watson may have  removed himself from the cruel realities   of the 

palace to a dome of  artistic   isolation  in which he views his   subject mat- 

ter as art,  not as  a promotion of hi. thoughts.     He may not   join the 

roioes  in their statement of life's injustice.    The palaoe setting is 

remote from Passaio.    The poet created the people, and gave them feelings 

to be petrified.    Along with the characters  lost in impctency or ravaged 

by routine,  the subject, cf the cruel king need a miracle of deliverance. 

Desolation constitute, a common feature of the lives mt.on portrays in 

or out of the palaoe. 
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The queen and her king  gained  command over the disordtred universe 

of section I.    Their command was effective: its fulcrum was savage 

strength.    Is thera a suggestion here that successful rulers reign by 

"natural" methods?    " Tennyson:an Nature   red in tooth and claw is combat- 

ted in the  palace  by a man adept at  forceful manipulation of people to 

his purposes.    Whether or not he  can be  condoned,  the  king is a  success 

within his realm.     None  of the weaker characters can be  termed successful: 

the Texas oilman,  the elderly ghost,  the daydreamers and artist all fail 

to make any headway in the world,  so passive is their adjustment.    Those in 

section I were ready to take what life provided, to live in long suf ft ranee 

undtr skies without warmth.     No one who employed imagination to better 

his mental  state actually lived in the  social world.    The queen was the 

first to twist the dreams of her imagination into a manageable way of 

living.    She beat the   fierce world  at its own game. 

None of the alternative ways  of life presented by the po«t have been 

very appealing.     To surrender to desolation,  to dream a  life   apart from 

desolation,   or to conquer desolation by brute force:  these are the  choices. 

Yet better  options are available .    Man must have dignity and he must be 

able to cherish a  reality of  softness somewhere in the  universe. 

Most of the poems in section IV are comic or repetitive   of earlier 

themes.  But there  are two especially effective poems in this sections 

which treat the theme of desolation.    Both  "Her Father Is Drunk in the 

Graveyard"  and "Grandfather at the Playground during the   Sabbath Hour" 

are poems fe-aturing old men as principals,    although the  exposition of 

their characters is handled  differently,  the poet makes clear that both 

■•n had surrendered to deterministic  systems  of life.    The drunk's life's 

destination is the graveyard and death; the grandfather's is very different, 
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* release from routine to happiness and freedom. 

Ont of w^tson's most disconsolate po»ms,  "Her Father Is Drunk in the 

Graveyard," is the graphic portrayal of an intoxicated man passed out in 

a cemetery.    The daughter depicts her father's physical position: he is 

sprawled among   the   crooked grave markers,   one hand stretched toward a 

dove,  dead, "Under a  bush,   its wings outstretch«d,  head squashed,/  z/ith 

father's empty bottle lying beside."    The  stone hand   of a   statue now lies 

atop a  sloping tombstone.     Once that hand had pointed toward heaven though 

now it is directed  at the  man lying   on the grass.     The graves are improp- 

erly designated,   for,   "iige  or vandals with these   slabs have played /  In 

time a  crazy kind of dominoes   ..." 

This preliminary sketch  of the  setting includes many objects and 

physical relationships traditionally associated with   certain symbolic 

references.     The   stone hand points in emphasis or accusation at a man 

whose body has become  part of the  "crazy kind of dominoes."    The position- 

ing of the markers of the  dead is disordered,   as has been the drunk's 

life.     This  scene is one  epiphany of that life:  a man  stripped  of dig- 

nity,  alien to the living,   intimated by a broken piece of sculpture,   a 

dead bird—and a bottle.     The grave markers designate bodies of the dead, 

lying in sanctified ground.     And disorder among the markers betrays a 

spiritual chaos;   the fact that no on*   rearranges the grave  stones indi- 

ces indifference on the part of men.    Long a symbol of peace  or the 

Holy Spirit,   the   dove lies with its  skull crushed by a whisky bottle. 

at least two broad interpretations are possible:   either the dead dove 

«nd the  tipped   stones manifest a divine  carelessness that  allows man to 

fall and suffer;   or the  drunk in destroying the  symbol  of the Holy 

Spirit,   and his fellow men in allowing the cemetery to fall into ruin, 

Hill 



have employed human free will to damn themselves. 

Although the former interpretation fits well into the atmosphere of 

the earlier poems   in A Paper Horse,   the latter is  equally as  appropriate 

to the aura of this  poem.     The old man acted  in awareness,  foreseeing his 

ora ruin: 

Hhen  they stretoh  together in wet grass, 
Eaoh pointing toward the other,   I see 
That stone  and dove and man's   ends are the same- 
Wiat father knew too well would oome to pass. 

Yet although he continued cognizant of the inevitable end of his oourse 

of aotion, he did not attempt another route.    Bach day he stumbled farther 

into a waking  sleep,  a drunken,   dull,   indolent existence.     From this  land 

of shadows the only escape is sleep,  or the sleep of death.    For in that 

sleep of death he knows  a dreams   aoross the river waits his  lover,  arms 

outstretched.    And he is powerless to oross to her.    He waits on the bank 

like a shade only half dead;   Charon ignores him. 

And there he lies peering over the water, 
Weeping, without a passport for his crossing, 
Lies on the edge pretending he is dead. 
Ears stopped to cries of wife and daughter. 

Still  the daughter ories, questioning the forces that would allow 

her father to so long maintain his wretched state.    She ories in doubt of 

men whose etrength and love of living would rebel at death.    Yet for her 

life's partner she will have suoh a man,  lino will outrage the other life 

and leap in this  .   .   .   . / Beat Death in dominoes before we kise."    The 

daughter's strength is great enough to allow her memory to move away from 

19 
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her father's imaget  aha will make her own life.    And his goal as well will 

be realised when they parts 

Dear dreaming,  wasted Father,   floating 
Farther eaoh day from my hardening memory, 
I will let you  slumber here,   let you be 
While  I move further from you tenderly, 
0 my dear, dying drunken Father,  go floating 
Softly to her dark, winged kingdom waiting. 

How different ia the sentiment of these alliterative lines from that 

of the "Voioes  of the Palaoe" poems !     The father and daughter eaoh walk 

to hope.    Will  their dreams,   as  all dreams,   oome true?     Is the daughter's 

voioe as meaningful for its  ray of hope as those voioes from the palaoe 

are for their olouds of despair?    Different as they are in theme, these 

poems are two of Watson's best.    In the former a society is trapped}  in 

the latter,  the trap holding one man opens to free hi* dead body and his 

yearning soul.    His daughter's freedom beoomes a possibility as well. 

In ohoosing a seemingly damning course, the drunk ohose one means to an 

end.    He shaokled himtelf to diarespeot and alooholism,  knowing that only 

as a slave oould he approach his vision.    She across the water waited for 

» man who had worn and  oast off  the   ohains  of mortality. 

Mortality is  a weight known by another old man,   the hero of  "Grand- 

father at the Playground during the  Sabbath Hour.*    Like the drunkard in 

the graveyard,  Grandfather is first  introduced to freedom in his winter 

years.    But the events and gay tone  of this poem hint  that the two aged 

men find different varieties of freedom. 

A high-pitched, feminine soream opens the first stanta.    Grandfather 

hears the sound and muses over the screamer's motivation.    He sees  "an 
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old bum," being pushed away by 

.  .   .  polioemen and oonjeotures 
Perhaps the bum had  some buttons missing, 
Or  committed  an indignity to a tree. 
I saw an attendant  out the arm off a shrub 
For being a little wild. 
Only ohildren   oan go wild 
Without being arrested. 
Only the smallest ohildren,   of course. 

Yet this old gentleman has done exactly what he says he cannot:  he too is 

"kicking loose and running wild." 

Grandfather's mental monologue   outlines his past life and present 

lituation.    At the moment,  he is enjoying  Sunday morning as  speotator to 

his grandson's play.     Onoe, he too had been youngi  then his father had 

written to him,  advising 

"Caution,  my son,   oautlon, 
Save  all   letters,   send none. 
And when you marry,   marry one 
Not for mind or beauty. 
But for  submission. 
The quick commission 
Of housewifely care. 
And remember when the bell tolls 
It tolls for oash." 

Reminiscent of Donne's   sermon or of   Shakespeare's Polonius  or John of 

Gaunt as they speak to their parting sons, this advice is archetypal. 

And here the archetype is materialistic self-concern.    The advisor eventu- 

ally hanged himself.    But the son, Grandfather, could not disregard his 

father's counsel,  living an upright life, existing in dull restraint. 

His bride was suitably housewifely; hi. trade too was commonplace.    For 

Grandfather had done as he was told,  "I stuck under his thumb, / And 
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(shanked money in a bank for forty years," never losing a penny. 

He remembers his father and understands the   suioide,  a good man who 

too late took drastio means of aohieving new perspective.    Now as Grand- 

father nears death,   his   own new perspeotive is  attained   in less desperate 

fashion,   sharing  the world of his grandson,  the domain   of freedom and 

innooenoe,     unlike his  grandfather or the drunkard in the graveyard,   the 

hero of "Grandfather at   the  Playground"  has achieved a  great measure of 

peaoe without  leaving his aooustomed  life.     From his new perspective he 

has made wonderl'ul discoveries.     Among them are. 

When time is money,   life is  looked 
Inside an  iron box inside an iron  room .... 

Time is what you're doing and now 

He adds that hia  freedom is  founded in a new innooenoe,  a literal second 

ohildhood j 

.   .   . life is a made-up affair; 
All the little ohildren know this. 
But  I forgot,  forgot what innooenoe was, 
And always,  always followed the  rules. 

His  statements  suggest that the governing principle of his  new and 

freed existence will be unrestrained,  unfrugal life in the moment.    Like 

the ohildren, Grandfather understands that,  "life is a made-up affair." 

Innooenoe  is making-up what you do,  living through imagination more 

than rules.    Grandfather oan experience life thoroughly in the present 
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if his mind ia attuned to imaginative enjoyment.    His attitude is self- 

satisfaction. 

Looking baokward  over a oolleotion of  individuals  gathered from a 

dump, a palace,   a snowstorm,   or a graveyard,   one  observes  a varied group 

of people.    ■** many ef themare self-satisfied.    Even Grandfather's ao- 

oeptanoe of the state of things is a funotion of his imaginative, make- 

believe oover-upj he does not   see rules,   of man or God.     He sees time as 

it presently manifests  itself, his dull past fading into make-believe. 

He need feel no responiibility for that past that he molded.    Inasmuoh as 

he abandons the notion of personal responsibility for the past, he joins 

the oamp of those characters from "The Horn of the Goat"  or "Ihe Elderly 

Ghost Has His  Say."    These are the passive nonresisters. 

Responsibility is met  in  one of two ways throughout the poems. 

First, there are those who do not believe in a human being's responsi- 

bility to himself,  the passive nonresisters.    These people let fate 

and/or heredity and environment control their lives.    The limited power 

that these people do exercise extends over their dreams, not over their 

accomplishments.    Drunkards,   old men,  and bored  suburbanites  are included 

in their ranks,    Secondly,  there are the believers: these men foroe their 

wills on nature and their fellow men.    Dreams bloom into creative aotion. 

Suoh men are sometimes kings and queens.    Sometimes they are artists. 

The creator, are not favorably portrayed in A Paper Horse.    The  rulers 

are masters more of terror than of their subjects'  loyalty.    And the 

artist of "Odalisque," worked as a master of his endeavor, but he failed 

to integrate hi. artistry with the rest of his existence.    The Texa. oil 

man and the  judge both created a .ati.faotory .ooial position for them- 

selves, from which they exercised control.    So they were rulers and 

il 
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oreatorsj eaoh lived by rules of the marketplace rather than by his 

imagination: they did not dream.     The oourtroom,  the  oil fields,   or the 

palaoe hall are as dreams for the rulers;  for theirs is the power to dom- 

inate these plaoes.     Onoe human responsibility oannot  encompass a domain, 

there is nothing left in whioh to trust for survival.    The storm then 

rages. 

Even for those who have power or dreams,   oohabitation with the evils 

of existenoe is inesoapable.    The oruelty these people see is naked life. 

Tfetson tries to present no delioate mirages  of beautiful being.     Instead, 

eaoh man must disoover a tolerable   route  through the storm.     Eaoh man 

must find a paper horse.    His searoh may lead him to denial of respons- 

ibility or loss of identity.    But when these possibilities are explored 

in seotion I,  they prove fruitless.    Instead,  eaoh person must know bru- 

tality and injustice and  learn to oope with these heavy realities,    Only 

the daughter of "Her Father Is Drunk in the Graveyard," and Grandfather, 

sitting on his  Sunday benoh, have known and now hope to arise from suoh 

pain.    She will confront no more dreams.    He will confront only dreams. 

The tally of empty hearts seems endless, for onoe again T*tson tells 

of a man dissatisfied who feels,  "There «u.t be something more than this," 

even as he reoounts his accumulation of wealth, women,  and power.     He 

lies next to the woman he has chosen while realising that his apparently 

perfeot life is incompletei 

Everything so  right I want wrong 
The worse, 

The best over,  done.  Every dream 
Of swimming,  I  swam,  but  the one 
Up that last blaok, blank aealed 
Stream. 
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Cnoa again,  a mBin dissatisfied.     Onoe  again,  an anxiety about death.     The 

interior monologue  it  that   of the  "Success" hero in Advantages  of Dark, 

Watson's  seoond volume.     Mood   seems  to have ohanged  little from the tale 

of the Texas  oilman to  this   poem in seotion  IV of the  latter work.     Both 

men are rich and renowned,   and both are aware  of hollowness   in their 

lives.     If the mood has   shifted,   it has moved to a more anxiety-laden 

extreme in "Suooess";  for the oilman  could  satiriosslly laugh at the devil 

and himself.     The hero  of  "Success"   takes  a different approaoh to religiont 

Onoe  on a  tour of Rome 
I saw Him swim from Chapel's   roof, 
Craoked, peeling;   saw angels  burst 
Through wood,   atone until   I almost, 
Almost....No;  friends, wife would grin. 

From his position as  a mortal man,   the hero oraves   reassuranoe of unities 

outside his own making.    Soon he will swim "Up that  last blaok, blank 

sealed / Stream."    He   is   ready to look to the  supernatural for aid; yet 

he cannot,  for he fears   social  ostracism.     He,   too,   must make  the move 

to deliveranoe.    But .till he rationalises to himself from the "placid 

pond of bed," 

anothered  in our seasonless  air, 
Anohored in this tepid pond. 
In Eden,   innooent,   ignorant. 
Sane, 

how oan I complain? 

Until he realites that he oan complain, and that he must act to free him- 

self,  the hero will remain as he is.    Yet perhaps nothing short  of con- 

firmed knowledge of cosmic unity can serve to satisfy this man.    So he 
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waits for death without  impatience, wishing that before the  end he might 

find meaningfulness,  or at  least adventure. 

Such SUCCESS  as  this man knows   is hollowed by gnawing dissatisfaction 

at its  oore.     the poet feels the possibility of a void at   the kernel  of 

being.     The  "Voioes from the Palaoe"  speak around that void,  defining by 

human oruelty and remorse  shades   of its perimeter.    Were there a  loving 

God alive in the  palaoe world,   surely the oruelty oould not have  impinged 

so greatly on the domin of His love.    No one has ever proved that there ia 

moaningfulness  in existence of self,   or that there is a God  beyond.    What 

do not triumph in the trial of existenoe, are kindness, purpose,  seourity, 

and love.     There has  never been a guarantee of these qualities  to the  in- 

dividual.    Yet Advantages  of Dark presents certain situations in whioh 

there is oomfort,   in whioh  there  is momentary deliveranoe.     The solution 

is incomplete,  but there is hope.    And the hope  is the harvest of those 

advantages  of dark." 

The hero of  "Success" was alone,   as were even the hopeful  characters 

from the earlier volume.    The man and his daughter from "Her Father Is 

Drunk in the Graveyard" were eaoh to begin new but solitary paths  of ex- 

istence.    And the old hero  of "Grandfather at the Playground during the 

Sabbath Hour" was not understood even by his wife.     The girl of "Her 

Father Is Drunk" hints at the solution posed by the poet in Advantages 

of Dark when she  says  that  she will take a lover brave enough to embrace 

reality, to oonquer life.    Her joy in living would correspond to his. 

Human intimacy,  if but momentary, allows for security, kindness, 

purpose, and perhaps  love.    A facet of character becomes identifiable as 

it is reflected in another's being.    Total understanding between the in- 

dividuals can never be,  but there can be a moment of touching in the 
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dark.    This  theme is perhaps  the prinoipal  one  of Watson's   seoond collec- 

tion;   it is most beautifully presented in the first two poems,   "Advantages 

of Dark" and  "A Woman's  Question." 

Once objeotivity enters a human  relationship,  analysis   of the  other 

individual  oheoks  the possibility of  spiritual union with him.     Two oannot 

share and feel as   one when eaoh  is aware  of his body and mind apart. 

"Advantages  of Dark"  is the application of these prinoiples  to the lives 

of two lovers,   one  of whom remembers 

Night assembled  us 
Drew my limbs to yours 

Molded us  to the bed 
Clamped bed to floor 

Floor to froten ground 
Bedding the dead 

Holding the leafless oaks 
Night spread us with blaok 

Seeded with stars 
To warm our bed. 

Together under the blaok spread of night the lovers had been one,   feeling 

the extension of their union to inolude  their physioal   surroundings:   bed 

and floor.    The floor also unites with the frozen ground,  which knows 

intimately the bodies  of the dead.     From stars  to night,   to people,   bed, 

floor, ground,   to corpses and  oak roots,  the world has  unity. 

Until scissors   of  light 
Shears air from field 

Oaks from windows 
Cuts you from me 

From the bed 
From the floor 

Dissects you to particulars 
Thumbs  toes knees  eyes hair 

Snips you from the unborn 
The living and the dead. 
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ftioe objeotivity outs the bond of lovers, all bonding extensions to their 

surroundings  shrivel as well.     He sees her as   "particulars";  now,   in the 

meroilessly objeotive  light,   she oan no longer be  ooextensive with himself. 

Brooding  upon objectifioation of personality is   one manifestation of 

the sensitive man's   trembling before his  tendency to analyse  intellectu- 

ally.    As a sensitive man and as a  lover,   the persona of "Advantages   of 

Dark" experiences dismay at his intellectual objeotifioation of his be- 

loved.     In the dark his mind   is no  longer that  of the twentieth-century 

intellectual.     Instead,  he feels the unity with all  of life   that charac- 

terises the primitive mind.    Trees,  earth, a woman, bodies  of the dead, are 

all equally a part  of the night's union.     To the primitive. 

...  nature beoomes  one great society,   the sooiety  of 
life.    Man is not endowed with outstanding rank in this 
sooiety .... Life possesses the same religious dig- 
nity in ite humblest and in its highest forms.    Men and 
animals,  animals and plants are all on the same  level.4 

The poet's  ohoioe of words indioates  the oonviotion from which hit 

persona speaks.    His morning  light  is as muoh a harbinger of a lovely day 

as would be  the invasion of  the Mongol Horde. 

The sun 
Through  oold slabs  of air 

Over a slice  6T field 
Between prongs of  leafless oaks 

Through the double-glassed windows 
Through thick oil-heated air 

The sun snaps at you 
Asleep on the bed 

On the tan rug 
On the oak floor. 

Light thrusts 
At your body 

Chalks flesh in parti 
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Unstitohes hair from skull 
Shears head from pillow 

Cuts out eyes 
Divides your lips 

Split* you from me. 
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As* her features  are distinguished,   the fusion spell  of darkness   is broken. 

Split from eaoh other,  eaoh  is  forced to view the  other apart,  objectively-- 

in the most fundamental sense  of  that word.     As her physioal being is de- 

fined,   she is   less a part of him;  and,   therefore,   "Light holds / More 

mystery than dark."     There  is no mystery to the dark bond of night.     Only 

in the morning-after analysis  of  the miracle does   eaoh participant oome 

to doubt his experience.    And, until darkness onoe again desoends upon the 

pair,  eaoh must  live   in doubt and distance from the  other. 

This poem is despairing  in that the time  of contentment is  limited. 

Yet certainly the reality of  such a time  is affirmed as   it has not been 

before by Watson.     The meaning  of the poem's  title   is  self-evident.    As 

the theme  of  "A Paper Horse"   touohes  the  central  ideas   of the poems  in  the 

book by that name,   so the theme  of "Advantages  of Dark"  touohes  the meanings 

of poems  in the seoond book. 

One question abstraoted from the theme of  "Advantages   of Dark"   in- 

volves the possibility of having meaningful intimaoy, when the person 

with whom oontaot  is made  is not known sentimentally as well as  physically. 

The poetio dialogue,   "A Woman's  Question," depiots   the encounter of a man 

and a woman who are   lovers  only physically.     The woman's question is a 

familiar onei   "Will anyone ever  oome to understand me?"    Her partner's 

answer may find voioe only in his mind: whether or not he aotually speaks 

the words aloud is unolear.    First he speaks of "the oharaoter of trees," 

which he considers  odd because they are dressed  riohly in hot summer and 
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stand naked in frozen snow. His personifioation of the trees includes 

the faot that pine and maple argue with the wind, "whose nature is per- 

verse / To us," about modes of dress. Then he goes on to suggest that 

the union of his lover with himself, if it be emotional, is beautiful as 

a part of existence.  They oannot oontrol the perversity of wind or oir- 

oumstanoe so as to direot their paths to meet again. But is there not 

beauty without understanding, just beoause they are together now? 

"Joined so tightly that no wind seeps between us, 
I look down at a stranger 
As you look up at a stranger. 
I have never understood one Fall leaf, 
The wind, or why we caress. 
Is it not enough for a stranger 
That the Maple tree, that you and I exist7 
That on this late Fall night the wind 
Has stript the three of us 
All in the same season? 
That we flutter in darkness without reason? 
That tomorrow the wind in intensity 
And direction may or may not alter? 
Is it not enough 
That we simply are 
And oannot feel the wind blowing? 
Though we are unknown and unknowing 
That we are for a moment touching?" 

Thus the question is provided while the answer is not. Wind symbol- 

izes perversity; no wind oan separate them. They do not even feel its 

blowing. For that moment they have no destiny, no fear of the futurej 

they may remain together, but that possibility is far less relevant than 

the faot of their present oaress. Existence is validated as a good if 

moments such as this one ooour. Here they have a unity with nature, as 

do the lovers in "Advantages of Dark"i the people and the trees are 

stript together. Human muscles flutter in oadenoe with the last autumn 
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leaves. All that is assertive in this paragraph is assayed oritioally, 

questioned, by the poet in the oontext of his poem. Is all of this now 

enough to make  life worthwhile? 

The answer must  be no.    For the man who has written of a queen who 

took many lovers,and whose husband eventually butohered her,  oannot  be- 

lieve that there  is  sufficient gratifioation in physical  intimacy to bal- 

anoe the ugliness  of a  life  suoh as his queen's.     If  she felt amply com- 

pensated,  there  is no hint in "Voioes"  of  suoh compensation.    While  "A 

Woman's Question"  stands in testimony to the possible relief derived from 

sex,  suoh poems  as  "A  Second Look at Veronese's   'Mars  and Venus  United 

by Love'"  and "Nude Film at a Drive-in" demonstrate  that the act of  love 

necessitates  certain attitudes. 

Tiatson briefly desoribes Veronese's painting and  comments,   "What a 

silly botoh   ....   I  think,   Old Master,  your painting  lewd."    And why 

does the poet think the painting  "lewd"?    Because the lovers are not 

aware of what they are doing.     They know that ihey fondle,   laugh,  and 

gasp; but they experience no emotion,  they recognize no beauty. 

Standing Venus  does not watoh 
The  seated dandy fumble at her  orotch, 
And he disdains to view her nude .... 
United? Nonsense.  Each  is alone. 

The poet says,  "The scene seems frivolous," and this pronouncement is the 

key to understanding his attitude toward sex.    Lovers  simply cannot take 

the aot of  love for granted. 

As  long as  sex  is  recognised as  an act  of union between individuals, 

the subject oannot be vile or lewd for Mr. Tfatson.    He tells of young 
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m«n leering at a "nude Film at a Drive-in."    H« counsels those men that 

the actual experience of being with a woman would be almost boring to 

watch;  yet the act 3s powerful and pure as  lightning: 

The expected vile is innocent, 
Almost beautiful.     The modest 
Eeauty of bodies shorn of such 
Vehemence of clothes becomes 
Tedious to watch 

as to watch 
Encircling scrub pines burst luminous 
In shots of lightning,  dry and mute. 

..atson's glorification of physical love is well put.    His most erotic- 

poems are among his best.     Yet his treatment of sex is argumentative-, 

defensive.     The defense is obvious and beautiful in "A  Woman's Question"; 

the defense is obvious and didactic in "Nude Film."    Today perhaps most 

people neither neurotic nor celibate  share  the  poet's attitude:    beauty in 

sexual union is one  of the  "givens"  of life.    Other such boons are avail- 

able too: Advantages of Dark deals with some of them.     The  book is much 

more  optimistic than is A Paper Horse.  But the- universe  of pain sketched 

in the   first book is not painted over  in tender  colors by the  second work. 

And the  questions  of "A Woman's Question"  resound continually.     The  re- 

demptive  aspects of existence must always be considered  alongside  the more 

damning ones. 

Those redeeming aspects of existence  touched upon in Watson's  poetry 

all relate  to his theme  of the   darkness as a secret place in which  private 

indulgence  of peace can be had despite  the   torment of the glaring world 

of light.     As the rrpture   of  sexual pleasure is not tied to emotional 

processes,   other dark rapturous experiences are also free   from mental in- 
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volvement.    Darkness   smears delineations   into oneness.     Two poems in section 

I further treat  these  "Advantages   of Dark." 

The first  of these  poems  is  "Going  Nowhere Alone at Night."    As  in 

"A Paper Horse"  and  "Suooess," an insomniac  is the prinoipal  character, 

but he is not  lying  in bed.     Instead, he has  chosen to drive his oar,  to 

watoh his headlights reveal the yellow autumnal  leaves.     These  leaves, the 

trees,  the  stars he mentions  seem to be used muoh as they were  in "A 

Woman's Question"  or  "Advantages  of  Dark."    Again the poem is  about  love. 

He parallels his  life to that  of the  "haIf-dressed"  trees,  for he is 

rooted in bed,   "A blaok  tree  in rows, unmoving,  / Of black  trees."    He 

is like the trees,  yet they and the  scene are not quite as beautiful as 

they once were.    Although the  yellow leaves  are more beautiful this  year, 

their luxury is  incomplete. 

0 the  stars 
Warm,   luminous  as....It's wrong 
With half-dressed trees  so  lovely now 
As you and they were and all are. 

The scene perhaps  recall* another time, when  some other person was  an 

integral part of  the Aight.    Drifting  in solitude  like a  leaf, the narrator 

is a fragment of an  incomplete  soene.    Here darkness  is  still a  secret 

place, albeit a more lonely one than it has been in the love poems.    Dark- 

ness weloomes the drifter to merge with the shapes under the black canopy 

of night.    Some of the advantages of dark are that it soothes and hides, 

as a bandage soothes and hides a healing wound. 

Or darkness oan be a time of jubilation.    The season is winter now, 

and the man speaking is old.    He remembers an encounter with a young 

.. 
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woman,  "a movie  queen half my age," who excited him as  does  first  snow. 

The frozen  indications  of winter stimulate him physioally,   as though the 

winter marked a time of  renewed virility.    The snows  cleanse and  trans- 

form the  landscape:  naked,  twisted branohes are newly draped  in beauty, 

and their age  is hidden.     The old man finds  "First  Snow" a  cause  to 

rejoioej 

Tftiy do oold 
And  snow and  ice excite me so? 
Tonight  in darkness  I will roll 
Between stiff pronged pines on snow 
To oelebrate  ... I don't know what. 
But I  love to live where  seasons 
Are erratlo as  dreams,  and exalt 
life, my flesh.    First  snow,  a clean slate. 

Here the "pronged" trees  are not personified  or animated;  they are phallio 

symbols,  representative  of the nature  of the  old man's  celebration.     He 

is one of the men who has elevated sex in life.    But in old age perhaps he 

comes to see the irony of  joy in a moment  of darkness.    For  soon he goes 

to black eternity.    And if he does not realise the irony of the words he 

ohooses for an epitaph,  others will: 

In winter I was  born and wed. 
At death for flowers  let the boys 
Ice-ball bomb my box:  a bobsled 
Vty hearse, my tomb a blook of  ioe; 

And  on that blook oarve out a girl: 
Below her out the words,   "Let's go, 
Tlhat are you waiting for?" Let's go. 
He melt together like the  snow, 

Watson treats death often as a release.    In sexual and in mortal con- 
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sunmation there  is a "melting together." 

Many times, however, death is not a oasual extinguishing but a tor- 

tured,  forced parting,   one of the most horrible of man's  expectations. 

Watson must have smiled   as he wrote   "First  Snow," and that  smile would 

define one of two attitudes.     Either he anticipates death oalmly and   smiles 

meekly;  or he  lashes out at the futility of life olimaxed by such a blank 

termination and  smiles   sardonically   like a skull.    Knowing that  the poet 

dreamt of burning bodies atop a golden roof  in  "A Paper Horse"   suggests 

that his grin oould not   reflect meek acceptance. 

But neither is the  grin clearly sardonio,  for there  is ambiguity of 

theme and tone   in Advantages of Dark which is less present  in A Paper 

Horse.     The atmosphere  of  the first  book was   sometimes  comic but generally 

bleak.     The poet was good-natured  in his  confrontation of dismal  reality: 

the hope he held out was   sparse,  evidenced faintly in a girl,  her father, 

and someone else's   grandfather.     No one else from the Paper Horse world 

was even remotely at peaoe.     In Advantages of Dark the characters may be 

more mentally stable and emotionally adept,   but  the nature of their tran- 

quility is momentary.     The questions of universal  justice go unanswered. 

Even the oharacter of darkness becomes ambiguous.     There are few advan- 

tages to the darkness hovering over the oity as Night comes "In the 

Drugstore." 

Five nights before  Christmas  two "girls," fast becoming too old for 

that classification, play with eaoh other and a druggist in his store. 

Both are lonely and crave loudness  or color, noise,  action.    Their phil- 

osophy of  life  is  simplej  the poet adequately states   their goals  in his 

italicited refrain:   "Something to d°-  to do.   to do,   to do."     They tease 

the druggist,  pulling his tie and taunting his masculinity, shouting, 
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"Old  lecher,   old goat," as they dance before them.     The girls are forced 

to leave the store at closing hour, after whioh 

Two pirls kiok at the streets, 
Frown  in windows 
Until their feet hurt worse  than their hearts. 
To do,   to do,  to do,  do,  do. 

And as they separate  to  retire,   each finds  the comfort of sleep postponed 

by a consideration of her future: 

Each peers  into a black sheet, her heart. 
The blaok sheet rises, and each trembling asks, 

"Is  there a blaok panther  loose  in the dark?" 
No.    The blaok sheet risen shows 
A widow sipping tea 
Tlatohing boxes wrapped for grandchildren 
Under  the  Christmas   tree. 
A red  squirrel stares from the almond-laden sill. 
Eaoh  sighs  in sleep,   "Is  that widow me?" 

Perhaps this  intimate glimpse  into the dreams  of the women is the high 

point of the poem.    As widows  they had found men,   they may have found 

love;   in any case,   they have given birth and watched  their children grow. 

And as old women they don veils  of desolation,  as in youth they took the 

habits  of desperation.    As   it was  in the beginning,   it now is  in the end; 

eaoh world being tempered by loneliness without end,   and  colored by blaok. 

No sooner are the  lives  of  these ladies  sketohed than the poem's fooal 

point switches from them.     Human interests  are put aside as Tfatson con- 

cerns himself with Nature.    Hhile the girls sleep, 

.   .   . Night stays up paoing the drugstore floor, 
Frowns at the book,   the magatine  raok. 

"I've  read you all,"  says Night. 
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"For  something to do 
I'll dial WEather on the  phonei 
Night here,   send me  rush 
Slush,   sleet,   then  snow,   and hard, hard blow. 

The artifioial  internal   rhvming  of  snow and blow is not   oonoealed by the 

shook effeot   of naturalistic   Night aoting with   indifferenoe to humankind. 

Hatson is often wise  to avoid rhyme,   although  in this poem Night's  fan- 

ciful  oharaoter/boosted by his   speeoh.     The next section of the poem reads 

more smoothly, as   Night's  storm kills an elm which proves the agony of 

deeth by orashing through the drugstore window and  smashing all within. 

Night, alive by a miraole, 
Packs  the  one unbroken  toy, 
A blaok panther,   in his  bag. 
Jumps over the fountain,   the elm, 
Elaok hat  pulled down tight 
Against the spreading light, 
Hums, 
Something to do,   to do,  to do, do, do. 

I 

Thus the ironic tale  is  complete, man and nature struggle separately for 

something to do,   each unaware  of the other's   struggle.     Neither man nor 

nature  is well pacified in the  scope of the poem, for neither achieves 

prolonged  satisfaction of the desire to do. 

Other parallel, are made between the girls and Night through a series 

of sounds and obscure images.     The  stated hue  of the poem is blaok as  it 

manifests itself   in the panther,  the hearts of the girls,  and the body of 

Night.     Yet  the mood  of the poem is  far too vibrant to be uniformly dark, 

ft. resounding beat of the refrain creates, by synaesthe.ia,  strobelight 

flashes  on the mind's visual projection area.     The black beast which is 

a toy as the druggist wind, it becomes an object of psychological dread, 
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as the girls   pause  before sleep  to ask if  panthers  run loose in  the dark.6 

In the scene  Night paoks  in his bag the panther,  again a toy but  identi- 

fied with the  Night;  not  only do  the toy and Night escape the general  ruin 

of the store,   but  also both are blaok.     The black panther links  the world 

of men to the world  of nature,   of Night.    Wiat the significance  of the 

black beast is  cannot be determined—other than that it  is an objeot  some- 

times controlled,   sometimes feared by human beings, while it  seems easily 

and always under the   control  of Night.     Naturalism,   emphasizing the in- 

different power of nature,   is one big  theme  in this poem:  Night  is the 

embodiment of a disordered,  anxious world. 

The ohaos of  "In the Drugstore," teamed with the hollow achievement 

of "Success," refleot  an attitude muoh in oontrast to that of   the love 

poems  in Advantages   of Dark.    TOiile  the mood of the desperate poems  is 

quite dissimilar to that of the milder poems,   a  loose unity of theme al- 

lows both desperate and mild statements to be oonsistent in the body of 

the poet's work,   for variation in mood accompanies variation  in the dura- 

tion of time that  a  character is viewed.     "In the Drugstore" presents  the 

lives of the girls  as   they  live today and as  they will live years later 

when they are widows.     The   "Success"   story likewise treats an  extended 

period in the life  of the poem's hero.    Tlhen a given  life is   inspected, 

two of the defining oharaoteristios thereof will always be sad irony and 

surrender to the deterministic .trength of nature or social control. 

Sad irony manifests   itself  in the "Drugstore" parallel between the girls• 

boredom and the boredom of Night.    In each case,  ennui led to escapism. 

The forces   of determinism that manipulate man's   life  include any part of 

his environment;  thus the social life of the  "Success" hero inhibited 

his achieving peace of mind.     Over a  lifetime every man will  eventually 
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bow to oiroumstanoe;  his  attitude  of  surrender or the  aotual progress  of 

the events  involved make  sadly ironio the premises from whioh he began. 

Yet  this view of  life oan be  reoonoiled with the victories  presented 

in the love poems.    While the  span  of  life oannot be a  lovely dream,   oer- 

tain moments between birth and death are worthwhile.     If there is no reason 

for being,  and  the universe is absurd, neither  reason nor absurdity is 

relevant  in an emotional or physioal union of the moment.     This union 

may be all that man has;  perhaps  it is  also all that he needs. 

However much brief  satisfaction may appease,  however muoh psychologi- 

cal or mystical  significance union  of body or soul may olaim,  there yet 

remains a dearth  of hope for the individual  in Watson's poems.    A lone 

man's volition is  orushed by the universe; he is  unable to  predict the 

advent of a paper horse from the storm of oonfueion that is his  life. 

The dramatio monologues of Watson's  shorter poems usually treat only 

a few intense moments  of the personae's  lives.     Such a stylistio format 

does not lend itself  to wrestling with the possible solutions to the prob- 

lems that the poet crystallites  in theee brief episodes.    Mr. Watson has 

attempted two  longer poems,  eaoh of which comprise the fifth seotions of 

his books.     "Watson on the Beach"  is the last work in A Paper Horse,  as  is 

"The City of Passaio"  the oonoluding poem of Advantages  of  Dark.     The 

longer poems  are divided  into seotions  so as to  reveal progression in 

time and to delineate variation of theme within the single poems.     These 

poems perhaps  best demonstrate Mr. Watson's ability to wield  ideas  as he 

associates themes  or motifs with certain oonorete references,   symbols, 

within the poema.    For example,   "Watson on the Beach"  is unintelligible 

as a factual accountt only by oritical appraisal and interpretation of 

certain events and objects  repeated in oontext  can oongruenoy and meaning 
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be discovered in the poem.     These  events and  objects designate not  only 

literal happenings  or substanoe;   they refer to oonoeptual matter as well. 

Suoh words are symbols,   characterized by "beinp more in   intention  than 

they are in existenoe."^    The  interpretation of the  symbol oannot  rest 

upon adherenoe to any given theory of  symbols;   rather,  the theory must 

arise naturally from the  appropriateness  of the interpretative attempt.8 

"Watson on the Beach" purports  to be the interior monologue of  the 

poet himself.    Within the body of the poem there are seven parts,   each 

one treating an aspeot of the central  theme, mortality.     The poem embraoes 

an almost religious atmosphere, appropriate to its  theme.     Before the 

commencement of the first part, the poet dearly presents the   setting, 

introduoes the  characters,  and adopts the quittioal tone that  oontinues 

throughout.     He explains that 

Some oustom    stronger than  ohurch-going wheels  us each   summer 
From oity to shore where we  strip habits  of the  year, 
Declare  bodies for  sun,   tides to wash. 
We  arrive not knowing why we  came,   except for ohange; 
As last year,  years before, an uncle less, a ohild more— 

the same. 

The family's oyolic return to the  shore is  ritualistic,   a oustom repeated 

without question over the years.     Ritual,  religion,  death have been con- 

cerns of Mr. Watson in many of his  poems.     From its  outset  "Watson on the 

Beach" prepares the reader to proceed with oare. 

Two paradoxes manifest themselves  particularly in this poem.     The 

nature of these paradoxes  should be made clear before the poem itself  is 

examined.    Ifcch paradox relates to the poet's earlier work and to the 

thematic  content  of his  poetry as a whole.     The hero of   "Success" felt 

a flash of desire tug him toward the formal religion represented by the 
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figure of Christ painted  on a church ceiling in Rome.    Paintings and pil- 

grimages are the trappings of institutionalize*! religion;  for public, 

sensuous appeal is a defining characteristic of social religion.9    The 

■<»tson family's ritualistic return to the beach fits within the  boun- 

daries that define formalized religion. 

The theme  of "Watson on the Beach" is mortality,  a  subject that is 

no stranger to the majority of the poet's output.    That "last black, blank 

♦ led /  Stream," which the  "Success" hero so fears,  is presented  over  and 

over again as oilman,   old drunkard,  judge,  Tibetans,  all confront death. 

The reality of life's  cessation is forgotten in moments of dark union 

when all of nature  is joined in unbroken continuity. 

The  paradoxes manifested in "Watson on the Beach"  cor.eerr  the  facts 

of formal  religion and death in their relation to ryth.    The primitive 

scceptanc*   of life's unity by the pe-rsona  of  "Advantages of D;«rk"  is myth- 

ical in attitude,  for mythology 

.   .   .  really  cannot be trace»d,  like ritual,  to an origin 
in anything  like a  "religious feeling,"  either of dread, 
mystic veneration,  or even festal  excitement.    Kitual 
begins in motor attitudes which,  however personal,  are 
at once  externalized  and so made public.    Myth begins in 
fantasy,  which may remain tacit for a long time;  for the 
primary form of fantasy is thg entirely subjective and 
private phenomenon of dream. 

The dreamers of the shorter poems were makers of myth.     They created 

worlds of  fantasy not  from religious inspiration but   from private musing. 

The lovers who felt th.ir union to be a  part of the continuity of nature 

participated in naive,  mythopoeic acceptance  of life's unity.     The  first 

paradox  is  that Watson's major poem dealing with man's significance  in 

the   face  of death  should be encompassed in the   framework of ritual,  a 
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post-mythologioal  development in religious  consciousness,    while almost 

all the other poems ere full of fantasy, myth-oriented,   rather than  in- 

clined toward the formal.    The assumption that Mr. flatson's principal 

concern is with the non-formalized aspeots  of  religion  seems valid  in 

the light  of the quantity of his work whloh taoitly accepts  the mythical 

oonsciousne8s,   the  consciousness  of the dreamer which  is  like  the realm 

of myth  in that 

...   the world oan assume a new face  at any moment;  for 
it  is  the emotion  of the moment which determines this 
facial expression.     In  love and hate,   in hope and fear, 
in   joy and terror the features   of reality are transformed. 
Any one  of these emotions  can give  rise to a God-of-the- 
moment  in a new .   .   .  configuration.** 

The motor attitudes  of ritual,   organized  religion,   are less familiar to 

the train of Mr. Tjatson's  thought than  is the imaginative freedom of myth. 

The  second paradox relates  closely to the first.    Assuming that 

TTateon is  at  home  in myth's   realms  of momentary emotions with natural 

continuity overall, his anxiety about death must be viewed with curiosity: 

the primitive mind   is  at peace with death.     The mind of the man who knows 

all of nature as he knows his   lover's embrace should not hesitate to em- 

brace all  life's prooesses,   including death.     In a   system of mythology. 

...  if anything  is in need of proof,  it is not the 
faot  of  immortality but the faot of death   .   ...   In a 
certain sense  the whole of mythioal thought may be  in- 
terpreted as a constant and obstinate negation of the 
phenomenon  of death.     By virtue  of this   conviction  of 
the unbroken unity and  oontinuity of life, myth has  to 
clear away this phenomenon.^ 

Perhaps the preoeding  olause explains the poet's   oontinued emphasis  on 
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mortality:  he is at once * believer in unity of lift and a man aware of 

the injustices  of suffering  and of death.     Ha i s caught thrashing be- 

tween the poles  of acceptance and denial.     In his thrashing he hopes to 

grasp » rationale by which he can reconcile the warring convictions. 

The struggle for reconciliation is embodied in "Iwatson on the B»ach" 

net only in that  the poet's thoughts on mortality are presented hut also 

in that the poem itself is a  struggle in language.     The words and  form 

of the poem are  complex,  mirroring the mental conflict of the poet, reach- 

ing as incomplete a   resolution as does their author.     Carl G.   Jung be- 

lieves symbols and metaphors are  outgrowths of the poet's unconscious 

mind,  that in poetry there is 

...   a  certain strangeness of form and shape,  thoughts 
that can only be  apprehended by intuition,   a language 
pregnant with meanings,   expressions that would have  the 
value  of genuine  symbols,  because they are the bt st pos- 
sible  expressions of something as yet unknown—bridges 
thrown out towards an invisible shore.13 

The poem's themes are indeed thoughts best "apprehended by intuition," 

for intuition is the link between empirical reality and the conceptual 

sph.re which is the home  of metaphysical speculation.    Symbols are the 

words of the language of intuition,  for they too link the  empirical with 

a much larger realm  of concepts and emotions. 

The  nature   of  symbolic language makes paraphrase extremely difficult, 

perhaps a heresy.     Without c.psulizing each verse,   a general description 

may clarify the action of the poem.     Watson first squats on shells,   facing 

the sea.     Then he allows his son to bury him in sand and to rid.  atop his 

head.    Partially underground,   the poet observes light fog on the horizon 

«rd listens to the  sounds of the   surf.     He sees U.nagers pass with port- 
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able radios, and rushes from his sand cover to help a young girl unable 

to oope with the  surf.     But a youthful  lifeguard  reaohes her first.    The 

sequence of time is broken shortly after the girl's resouej a series of 

isolated events follows.     The poet  looks toward his wife with admiration. 

Someone photographs Watson and his family.    TJatson swims  and  remembers 

a submarine  shelling a burning  ship.    He rides breakers and watohes peo- 

ple on the beaoh.    Fog  rolls in;  the Tfctsons dress to  leave the strand; 

fog rolls out.     That  night the town  oelebrates  Independenoe Day—under 

blankets the families  peer up at fireworks.    At  last home  in bed,  the poet 

offers a prayer before falling asleep. 

Well,   the Fourth of  July was not very eventful that year.    Mr. Tfhtson 

did not write a very enthralling  story,  and his  transition  from one event 

to the next  is  sporadio,   jerky.    His thoughts follow in no  logioal  order; 

but there are two types  of  language,  one not dealing  in logio or  rational 

oonoepts.     The  language  of the poetic imagination is  emotionalj  its pur- 

pose is not to  "express  thoughts  or  ideas, but feelings and affections."14 

However,  traoeable progression of thought  is  lost  in free-flowing poetio 

imagination.    The impulse to unify by feeling is  one  of the  salient fea- 

tures of the primitive mind.15    And that mind makes no  sharp distinction 

"between  real and possible,  between aotual and  ideal things."16    The poet 

must make distinot the  issues  oonfused by the primitive while maintaining 

the same intensity of feeling.    Early man's perplexity resulted from his 

inability to differentiate between "being and meaning," whioh were "con- 

stantly oonfuseds  a  symbol  is  looked upon as if it were endowed with magioal 

or physical powers."17 

The hands  of the poet must  control the  symbol,  employ it with a sense 

of its  limitation as well as its  extension.    The unchained mental  response 
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evoked by a  symbol  is  a threat to the intended theme of the poet,  for 

thenfttio growth is not  so muoh expansive as direoted toward a point.     The 

symbol's stem is  an utterance,  but  its meanings  spread  like the  leaves 

and sprouts  of a wild vine.     The poet prunes the vine and directs its 

growth.    The meaning attributed to any symbol reverberates  almost end- 

lessly: 

Symbols  only "mean"   if they stand in a correlative point 
of funotion whioh,  however,  oan again become the correl- 
ative point to another point,  and so forth.     The contin- 
uous  change of the meaning  of  the object and point  of cor- 
relation,  whioh  oan  almost  be oompared to an endless math- 
ematical  series,   lies  in the analogous  character of  the 
symbol.18 

One means  of confining the meaning  of a symbol  is to guard against 

use of words whioh have previously been broadly employed for various ef- 

feots.    mtson  joins the majority of poets of this  century  in  creating 

private symbols,  distinguishing his work by personal references  rather 

than those used traditionally or naturally.19    In other epochs writers 

have made freer use of  -natural"  symbols, suoh as a path for man's  life; 

or they have borrowed from "traditional"  stook whioh accumulates in 
20 

every culture,   talcing the form of  lillies for death or ioe for ohastity. 

In his poetio  treatment  of mortality Watson mentions no paths, no 

lillies. no grave..    However,  his  first few verses  are a lucid  statement 

of what hazily follows  later.    Part I  of  "lUtson on the Beach"  is a  plain 

pronouncement of the poet's  apprehension, about dying as well as the be- 

ginning of his description of the day', eventsi 

I  squat on  skeletons  spat from the sea; 
Stare at water,  water's dead. 
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Near mounds  of  jellyfish, my flesh 
Bears  all the puffy age  I dread, 
yet an asteroid  in my hand retains  its  points 
And olams  oan  stuff their flesh  inside  their bones, 
Then look their joint*. 
Tough luok that  I am a man 
So gone to flesh. 

The product  of his  manhood,  a young  son, buries the poet and  sits  on his 

head.     "All  life  squats  on powdery skulls of the dead." 

The seoond part  of the poem traces Watson's  thoughts as he oloses 

his eyes.    In its  complexity of association the  poem is  like  a requiem, 

combining many chords  and progressions,  all  expressions  of  the oentral 

theme,    One  ironio progression  is the faot  that Watson's   reflections  on 

death begin as he  is half-buried,  a victim 6f his  son's  interment.    The 

poet reinforces his  oentral  idea  subtly'throughout.    For instanoe,  the 

theme is  reiterated as the poet looks  toward  the horiton and queries 

.   .   . who oan mark where beaoh or sea begins? 
Death and  life meet  in this gray smear. 
Shift,  cross,  for a moment,  as   lovers,  are the  same. 

The requiem is  Sohoenbergesquej  there Is no  refrain,   just variations  of 

a polytonal row.     One phrase has not yet faded from the  synaesthetio  screen 

when another,  the motif yet more differently arranged,  breaks forth,  no 

sooner does  the poet mark the horiaon and proclaim its likeness to death 

and life than his  eyes  olose,  blocking the reality of beaoh,   son,  and 

sand,  and allowing for a new treatment  of theme,  a daydream behind  closed 

eyes: 

... a wrong turn 
Off  the highway,  a dark dead end. 
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My motor fails, mind goes   flat. 
I wait for the giant wreoker  to oome, 
Find  and tow me home. 

I wait  listening»   a  shell, 
I hold myself to my ear, 
Yet I hear nothing 
But motors   of the  sea, 
Wheels quarreling 
Before wheels  of man. 

The motor is his life;  a  shell is his   life.     The  sea is also alive by 

motors,  and both man and   sea vibrate as wheels turn within.     The universe 

of man and sea is alive with sound  to whioh the poet  listens  through the 

shell, whioh he oalls himself and whioh tradition oalls  the  reoeptaole  of 

the ooean's voioe.     The unity of nature is  exemplified in the balanoe  of 

tones gathered from the many motors  creating musio  of the  spheres.    Wat- 

son's mind becomes  intoxicated as he  listens: 

Sounds fill me until only sound exists— 
Sound  sun and  stars  once made, 
And  light   reoorded on our sea 
Is now replayed from water's memory. 
Record of our seed in sound, 
Around,  around, 
World  lost,  world found. 

Poetio insight is the transducer by whioh light and sound energies are 

mutually interchanged.     The motor produces  sound, whioh  is  transformable 

into light.     Sound,   light,  and  the mechanical workings   of the motor teem 

with life's  energy.    All forms of energy are interrelated and indestruc- 

tible.    As long as   life i.  recorded  in it.  stages,  and transformations from 

form to form oocur,   there  it a discovery of new life as well as a loss  of 

the eld.    The oyclio prooess seems ordered, "Around, around, /World lost, 

world found." 



Yet sometimes sound and light oease abruptly. With the cessation, 

harmony ends and questioning begins i 
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Do dead   stars   fallen  from their traoks. 
Extinguished notes,  heaped  shells 
On dead  ends   of the universe 
Fill with water's   sound,   the past,   their past within, 
Fill until they are nothing yet  everything, 
Audible motion that will never still? 

In nature as a whole when  life terminates  there is no obvious germination 

elsewhere.     No obvious balance  is maintained.     Mankind   is viotim to the 

blight of extinction.     But although human flesh is weak, man does have the 

means  to assure   that his  life will not pass without  record,  for progeny 

guarantees  continuation of human  life,  if belief  is an inadequate assur- 

anoe of immortality.    Watson is  acutely aware of the past and future po- 

tential of his family.    Minisoule  is the significance of one  life, but 

less  so if that   life  is  a  link in a perpetual chain.     The human body is 

not tough like the eohinoderm's spiny skeleton, nor does he possess the 

regenerative powers   of that animal which  render it potentially immortal. 

He is neither starfish nor star. 

... Watson, 
Holding a starfish in your hand, 
▼ou are no star and never were. 
You are no one in particular. 
What son, indeed? What seed? 
Your name will never tell. 
You are everything and an empty shell. 
What son begat Watson begat Watson? 
A seed,  a pod,  a sound. 
And one by one they drowned. 

Not  only i, man in.ignifioant.  he  i- also impotent to hear completely the 
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harmony of whioh ha  is  a part.     Perhaps there  is hope  in the faot that 

other ears are stronger: 

Dogs and  sonar towers  on  the beaoh 
Hear sounds your ears will never reaoh. 

The motor of life may revolve at a frequency too high to be heard by the 

human ear, but it may be revolving nonetheless. 

While  the poem's third  part  is a  straightforward aooount  of a girl's 

rescue, waxing theatrioal  only as Watson observes the firm flesh of youth, 

the fourth part  is a highly hypothetical dream sequenoe.    The dreamer is 

not Watson but the  sea, whioh  "rolls  in white-sheeted  sleep."    The water 

becomes the poet's  unoonsoious mind,   into whioh he would  reaoh for solu- 

tions to his doubts.    Watson  swims  in "the sea's dream of itself." 

Deep in its mind 
I  swim toward darkness, 
A sunken island 
That at night when I  swim in sleep 
Seems at bottom of  sleep, 
Yet awake I  cannot  recall 
Ever dooking at that island 
We  think  submerged. 
That island whioh may,   as memory, 
Be a mirror  on the floor 
Where waver  from above the sea 
What grains  of light 
Tftieel spinning through topless  spaoe 
And wheeling each grain is 
A broiling oontention that  is  a star. 
Wild in self war a3 war on spaoe. 

Again the star, permanence, appears.    Light above the sea spins 

through topless  spaoe and  reflects from a  sunken island sought by man  in 

day, lying under every dream at night.    The light reflected is from the 
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star    a mats   of grains,   "in broiling  contention  .   .   . Wild  in self war." 

perhaps thia dark substratum of dream,   the island goal of the swimmer,   is 

a species  communal  repository of the truths Watson   seeks,  for he  oompares 

it to memory in nature.     Every human being partakes  of a primordial col- 

lective unconsoious,   in whioh  rest unspoken replies  to queries of the   raoe 

as to its origins  and  signifioanoe.21 

The oontent of these lines  is diffioult to assess.    Yet there emerges 

a sense of what the poet would  oommunioate through his  confused account. 

His symbols   "invite  consideration" and allow the observer to aot as  in- 

terpreter.22    Here Island,  star, and sleep are "words on paper; but the 

throughts aroused are not thoughts  «of' the words, but of other things 

whioh the words stand for."2^    The best guess as to what these words do 

"stand for"  is derived in consideration of their context.    The island is 

loosely equated with hidden truthsj   the  swimming,  with a search;  the star, 

with a source of knowledge.    But these associations of word and idea are 

still guesses.    The process of  symbol formulation is  largely dependent 

upon the "personal interests and intentions of the poet."2*    When properly 

used,  the  symbol 

. . . means, refers, awakens insight In and ggfejg. 
emotions whioh it engenders, and that so fw " ™a

n!T * 
is not aroused the full insight  is correspondingly not a 
wakened.25 

The trouble with the private  symbolism of  current  literature i- that "full 

insight"  is never going to be awakened by obscurely personal references. 

Pew contemporary poet, will attract the critical talent and curiosity 

necessary to properly interpret their symbols.    Yet the usage of words is 

such that  their meaning is not  lost  to the   reader. 

_u 
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TTe may either use words  for the  sake of  the  references 
they promote,   or we may use them for the sake   of the 
attitudes   and emotions which ensue.    Many arrangements 
of word3  evoke attitudes without any referenoe being re- 
quired en   route.     They operate  like musioal  phrases. 
But usually referenoes are   involved as   conditions for or 
stages   in the ensuing development of attitudes.    Yet   it 
is  still   the attitudes not the  referenoes whioh are im- 
portant.26 

The obsourity of Watson's dream of the sea creates an attitude  of 

reverie.     His verse tone  shifts   to become appropriate  to an episode  of 

war.    He tells  of  a sailor wheeling to  stab his mate  in order to prooure 

the last seat   on a  lifeboat as  their burning  ship sinks,   torpedoed by a 

submarine. 

Wind, water,  fire aooelerate 
What gas   of  spaoe began, 
And man must imitate 
A glass that  lightning makes  of   sand. 

The "glass" made   of sand by lightning  is a mirror.     Uan's actions mirror 

nature's.     From time  immemorial, when  "gas  of  spaoe" began life, violence 

has been the watohword   in a struggle for survival.     The losers   rest   si- 

lently; Watson's  dead  sailor floats  in the sunken ship, his   "burning   .   .   . / 

Green mirrors  of  stars,  / Sodden flames  that hum / Wnat we know at heart, 

the heart."    Perhaps "what we know at heart" is the treasure of the sunken 

island, the trea.ure now most closely approached in sleep will be reached 

in death.     The dead eye. flame like stars,  forever,   silently keeping their 

secret.     This part of the poem ends a. Watson oall. for the blessing of 

Black Angels,  fi.h perhaps,   that had passed the porthole from whioh the 

dead sailor peers.    At   last mt.on emerges from the  ocean', dream a. he 

rises from the water 
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.   .   .  awkward as a  submarine. 
Above my own,  the  ocean's dream. 
Too deep for me this foreign element. 

The fifth and  sixth parts of  "Watson on the Beaoh"  are  less deep. 

They show the poet at play and take  the family from the beaoh at olose of 

day.    Riding breakers  into  the  sand  and swimming out beyond their white 

crests again,  Watson feels  himself 

Swing through  creation. 
All past,   the  sun, 
Wheel back and  out 
And  baok again 
Until all motion. 
Time, 
I am  its  pendulum. 

The verse of parts V and VI  is  imagistio,  cleverly poetio rather than 

closely related to theme.    Life is fun, even if it is not forever. 

Ffcrt VII oonoludes  the poem as  the family lies under blankets  to 

cheer the night-s  fireworks.    A fire is  lighted on a boat and put to sea 

as part  of the celebration.    Afterwards,  the Watsons  drive home, 

Wnere we  shall bed,  boarded  and brioked 
From all  elements but  one. 
That all  I father,   0 father,  and the  sea fathers 
Are:  Fog flows past our soreen,  the glass. 
Brings,   through our window frame,  a burning boat. 

That element  is mortality,   the boat  exists in memory,  a twin  of the sunken 

ship that held the sailor's body-burning like the ve.sel launched by 

Vikings to  carry the body  of their dead  champion to his final  rest. 

-Watson on the Beach" might be termed a  -philosophical poem.-    Inoom- 
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plete in its   resolution,  inexaot in its presentation of theory,  the poem 

has still achieved 'Watson's  goal;  for when a poet approaches  a philo- 

sophical idea as  subject  of his verse, he does not  intend to debate  the 

issues  involved  in that  idea.    "He  aooepts  it and exhibits  its emotional 

value and  imaginative possibilities."27 

All good poetry explores the  "emotional value and  imaginative  pos- 

sibilities"  of its theme.     The poet oreates an emotional atmosphere  in the 

poem that gives  each work an individual vitality.    The  reader leaves the 

poem perhaps unable to recall verses verbatim,  but always remembering the 

mood that expanded throughout eaoh stanza and grew to oharaoterize  the 

28 
poem as a whole.    A symbol  is more  in intention than  in existence. 

The same is  true of a  poem.    Language is  oomprised  of words which are 

symbolic forms,   laden with meanings that spread like  ripples from a rook 

thrown into a pool.    A poem is a  symbolio form as wall.29    iieaause  the 

poem assumes  one  oharaoter,  a life of its  own,  it oar. be remembered as 

would be an emotive utterance or any other word.    The  strength of  impact 

of a poem is directly proportional to the vividness of  the  "virtual" 

life created within  its  framework. 

i 

To be imaginatively coherent,  the "world"  of a poem must 
be made  out  of events that  are  in the  imaginative mode-- 
the mode  of naive experience,  in which action and feeling, 
sensory value and moral value,   causal connection and  sym- 
bolic  connection,  are still undivoroed.    For the primary 
illusion of literature, the semblance of «-«,^s at,_ 

straoted from immediate,   personal life  .... 

The "mode of naive experience" that characterizes  imagination and 

oreates the  semblance of"bmnedlately personal"  life  is  closely akin to the 

world of myth.    Myth and  imaginative poetry handle no theoretical  explana- 
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tions abstraoted from objeotive  observation.•*    "The first  inquiry into 

the literal truth of a myth marks  the  ohange from poetio  to discursive 

thinking."32     In like fashion,  the world  of the poem is no plaoe for 

inquiry into literal truth.     In the mythopoeio  or poetio world view,  the 

"distinction between the  real and the imagined  is not made."00 

Watson combine myth and poetio  imagination  in "The City of  Passaic," 

the long poem which  oonoludes Advantages  of Dark.    This poem resembles 

"Voices from the Palace" in that  eaoh of  its seven parts deals with a 

different person  or event,  and only when the parts are considered  together 

does a unified aocount take form.     The story is  simple »  the son of the 

King of Gods  ravishes  the wrong woman in his attempt to beget a son.     The 

immigrant woman he had intended as his partner is an old widow who sews 

at a factory and  steals  coal from near a  railway trestle so  that her home 

may be warm.     The  rendezvous  ooours  one day when the widow,  too tired  to 

work,  had  sent her  daughter  Stella to the factory in her  stead.     Stella, 

a holy girl,  tells  of her day's worki 

I am a girl in  a kerchief 
In Momma's  old black coat. 
All day I've done her work 
At the factory by the traoks; 
I did not   speak to the workmen 
Peceuse Anna told me what men do. 
Next  year  I go to a convent, 
Or maybe a nurse  in white. 
I will not be  like Momma, 
And  sew in  a dirty faotory   .   .   . 

Stella's  characterization of herself  reveals  a girl self-oonsoious  of her 

virtue,  a girl  chaste and  remote from the world.    She  compares herself to 

her sister, Anna, who i. a blossoming ooootte, the perfect fruition of 

Passaic society.     In oontrast,   Stella's society is that of the hermit, 
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her aooustomed oompany knows no human frailty: 

Last fast day I took no food. 
Not even a slice of gum. 
Down on my knees, I told my beads, 
While Anna she smoked and drank a coke. 
In bed to me the voice of Mary said, 

"Stella, 
You ate no food, you drank no water, 
Stella,  you are my blessed daughter." 

perhaps the girl preens her «oul as her sister preens her body.    Yet of 

the women introduced  in this  poem,  she is the most appropriate choice to 

bear the  "architect"  of a new world.    Ironically,  however,  her conception 

results from a mistake on the part of the son of  the KinC  of Gods.     Stella's 

sexual partner is no gentle deity but a brutal realist who sees their 

union as a fulfilling and violent moment in time.    Before  the act,  he 

thinks, 

Bend to me old seamstress in your kerohief 
By the  railroad track 
In the whistling  six o'olock dark. 
Lie on your baok 
In your perpetual blaok dress. 
Lie in our inheritance,  oinders 
On the traok.    Teaoh me your tongue, 
Scream it out 
Until the train's  one eye oomes. 
Bless my  rape,  bless  our Paradise, 
Our only world,   last world,  Passaio. 
Remember old mother in your bleeding womb, 
Scream your  story in my ear. 

His mistaken violation  of  Stella means that the  child will be half 

the product of her youth and piety.     *e  rapist had thought of his  in- 

tended victim as  "Memory,  / Old mad mother  in your shawl   .   .  .   ." 

-it       umr  life  is directed;   somehow 
Memory's daughter is neither mad nor old.     Her  llie  is 
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the mistake seems hopeful.    As the  lest poem in Hatson's  latter volume, 

"The City of Passaio" voices meek optimism.    However, nowhere does the 

Wetsonian ffeltanshauung glimmer very brightly. 

Mr. Watson's work is childlike in some ways.    His observation of life 

is constantly wide-eyed  and  fresh.    When he sees beauty he does not grasp 

at it; when he  sees ugliness  he does not grow bitter.    Watson  is  curious 

rather than philo«ophioal.     Sometimes he  seems a curiowity himself  rather 

than a serious poet,  for what other poet would dare publish a  line  like 

his,  "TOiile Anna she  smoked  and drank a ooke"?    There  is a sparkling streak 

of humor   running through a great part of his work.     He embraces  living- 

laughing,  crying,   or smiling like e ten-year-old.  His  subjects are varied 

though his themes  are few,  unending is his repertoire  of  inventive ways to 

restate  a theme.     Neither a master  of  language nor the maintainer of mental 

wells too deep to measure. Mr. Watson is an entertaining, enthusiastic man. 

He's  so precious 1 

His work  is  not atypical in its  similarity to myth or its use of 

symbol  and metaphor.     The  language  of a poet places him in the position 

of creator of myth,  a  role  implicit  in the nature  of  imaginative endeavor. 

Ihe language he employs  is  emotive because a poem represents  an emotional 

unit,  a  symbolic  form.    Metaphor speaks  a sentimental tongue that no dis- 

cursive  rambling- oan emulate, metaphorio thinking is mythic thinking, 

the product  of a time when  science had not  reared  language to  intellec- 

tual  sophistication.     The form of  a poem and  its  content are cemented by 

the association of  each form and  content t.  symbol, metaphor,   image,  and 

myth.    Perhaps modern man needs myth to satisfy a thirst for sentient, 

or to answer questions which are without *.  realm of  scientific knowledge. 

Poetry may quench the thirst:  as  a communicator,  the poet i.  like a priest 

34 



who not only interprets myths but who creates thai. 

Ac a poot Robert w'atson is both a giant and a dwarf.    lie stands 

tall as creator of vorse i;hich speaks his themes.    Ihe individual 

•x>oms form thomsolves into raontal units within the roader's con- 

sciousness;    oach work is a symbol of its theme.    Together the 

thomos delineate a world view and reflect some of the poet's person- 

ality.    The composite of ./atson's vorse has a tone that reflects, 

perhaps, his own acceptance of life.    The poems are myths, oach of 

which demonstrates a principle of the poet's world viow.    As tho 

creator of form from the chaos of random words and ideas   .atson is 

a (jiant:    he has made both poetry and myth 

Yet the man is dwarfed by the very nature of his endeavor.    The 

idiom through which iiobert Uatson works,  poetry, is independent In 

its life.    A poem must survivo separation from its creator.    The 

poeUcroator has made a world in which his personal part is finite. 

Like a deistic god he created:    his creation worked without him; 

for he had provided the world with its own deities and symbols of 

reference,    image and metaphor,  symbol and myth, are eternal in 

meaning while a man* s stance on issues mental and spiritual will 

vary.    Jo the god dies while his work cannot.    Yet this work is 

the product of imaginative endeavor, metaphoric thinking, on the 

part of tho poet.    The process of creation is the bridge which 

siians poet and verse:    tho twain cannot part. 
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